
100% of our 
products are 

made in Europe

Alla artiklar är
tillverkade i EU



Lanyard
more on page 18

Event wristband
more on page 25

Microfiber cloth
more on page 30

Deck chair
more on page 32
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ECOCOLLECTION

ECO PACKAGING
biodegradable polybags, paper displays, 

MADE FROM rPET
100% materials from used plastic

ECO ACCESSORIES
100% produced from rPET, producer’s guarantee

envelopes or banderole
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SUSTAINABILITY 
IS MORE THAN A PRODUCT!

GREEN ENERGY
manufacture where 80% of consumption energy 

is covered by solar panels

SAFE PRODUCTION
no harmful chemical substances

GREAT WASTE MANAGEMENT
16% less waste every year



ECOPACKING

Suitable for bandanas, lanyards, towels, 
microfiber cloths and mousepads

Biodegradable polybag
with customized eco instructionSuitable for bandanas, lanyards, towels, 

microfiber cloths and mousepads

Biodegradable polybag

Suitable for bandanas, lanyards, towels, 
microfiber cloths and mousepads

Biodegradable polybag
with standard eco instruction

Suitable for bandanas, mousepads 
and microfiber cloths

Paper envelope 
with customized print 
on brown eco paper 

Suitable for bandanas, mousepads 
and microfiber cloths

Paper envelope 
with customized print 
on white eco paper Suitable for bandanas

Paper display
with customized print

ALL PLASTIC ACCESSORIES ARE 
100% MADE FROM RECYCLED PLASTIC

Suitable for bandanas, lanyards, towels, 
microfiber cloths and mousepads 

Paper banderole
with standard print

Suitable for bandanas, lanyards, towels, 
microfiber cloths and mousepads 

Paper banderole
plain, without print

Suitable for bandanas, lanyards, towels, 
microfiber cloths and mousepads 

Paper banderole
with customized print



ECOPRODUCTS

ECOmicrofiber cloth
material: 100% recycled PET (rPET)
size: 150 x 180 (mm),

 
other sizes available

branding: sublimation 4/0

ECObandana
material: 100% recycled PET (rPET)
size: 250 x 480 (mm)
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical 
and positioned - print all around, blank inside)

ECOlanyard
material:

 

100% recycled PET (rPET)
width: 15, 20 (mm)
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical)

ECOkeychain
material:

 

100% recycled PET (rPET)
width: 15, 20 (mm)
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical)

ECOwristband
material: 100% recycled PET (rPET)
width: 15 (mm)
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical)

ECOtape
material: 100% recycled PET (rPET)
width: 15, 20 (mm)
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical)

      





with reflective strap
size: 24,5 x 23,5 (cm)
branding: sublimation 4/4 - print all around 
and inside

with reflective seams
width: 20 (mm)
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical)

with reflective strap
width: 20 (mm)
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4
(back without logo) 

with reflective strap
sizes: 27 x 37, 35 x 46 (cm)
strings: white, black, red, blue or green
branding: sublimation 4/4 - print all around, 
blank inside

with reflective strap
size: 25 x 48 (cm)
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical 
and positioned) - print all around, blank inside

with reflective strap on bag or handles
sizes: 35 x 42 (cm)
handles: 30 or 70 (cm)
branding: sublimation 4/4 - print all around, 
blank inside



PLAIN LANYARDS FROM STOCK
Big base of stock lanyards.
Same-day shipping available.

T16

polyester - smooth surface
10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, 25 mm

rPET polyester - smooth surface
15 mm, 20 mm

polyester - thick and ribbed
15 mm, 20 mm, 25 mm

polyester - thick and smooth
10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, 25 mm

polyester with reflective seams
20 mm 

polyester with reflective strap
20 mm

polyester - double layer T1 + T9
10/15 mm, 15/20 mm, 20/25 mm

polyester - soft satin
15 mm, 20 mm, 25 mm

T10

T1

T8

T16

T20

TYPES OF TAPES

T7

T24

T9

Available in

production modes

AVAILABLE WIDTHS
10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, 25 mm

VARIOUS MODELS
AVAILABLE

I AM REFLECTIVE!

I AM REFLECTIVE!

I AM RECYCLED!



Lanyard accessories

material    metal
width   10, 15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   silver

A7  Metal hook

A21  Mobile holder

material    plastic + metal
size   22 (mm)
color   black + silver

A31V/A31H  Hard ID holder

material    hard PVC
size   fits a credit card
V - inside: 56 x 90 (mm)
      outside: 66 x 94 (mm)
H - inside: 87 x 54 (mm)
      outside: 102 x 58 (mm)
color   transparent

A32V/A32H  Soft ID holder

material    soft PVC
size   fits a credit card
V - inside: 59 x 93 (mm)
      outside: 65 x 108 (mm)
H - inside: 95 x 60 (mm)
      outside: 100 x 80 (mm)
color   transparent

A23  Mobile holder
with buckle

material    plastic
width   10, 15, 20 (mm)

A24  Mobile holder

color   black

with buckle

material    plastic + metal
size   universal
color   black + silver 

A41  Metal clip

material    metal
size    universal
color   silver

A46  Epoxy sticker

material    epoxy label 
size   ø20 (mm)
branding   full color logo
MOQ   100 pcs

A61  Silicone clip

material    metal + silicone
width     universal

A25  Mobile holder

color   silver + transparent

with buckle

material    plastic + metal
size   universal
color   black + silver

A8  Metal hook

material    metal
width   10, 15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   silver

A9  Metal hook

material    metal
width   10, 15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   silver

A13  Black plastic hook

material    plastic
width   20 (mm)
color   black

A26  Metal hook 
with bottle opener

material    metal
width   20 (mm)
color   silver

A28  Metal clip sewn in

material    metal
width   15, 20 (mm)
color   silver

A30  Climber hook

material    metal
size   55 (mm)
color   black (A30), red (A30R), 
silver (A30S), blue (A30B), 
green (A30G), cyan (A30C)

A40  Metal clip

material    metal
size    universal
color    silver

A44  Black skipass 
with silicon clip 

material    metal + plastic
size    universal
color   black + transparent

A44W  White skipass 
with silicon clip 

material    metal + plastic
size    universal
color   white + transparent 

A45  Black skipass
sewn in with silicon clip 

material    metal + plastic
width   20 (mm)
color   black + transparent

A45W  White skipass sewn 
in with silicon clip 

material    metal + plastic
width   20 (mm)
color   white + transparent

A58  Black skipass sewn 
in with metal ring

material    metal + plastic
width   20 (mm)
ring   10 (mm)
color   black

A58W  White skipass sewn 
in with metal ring 

material    metal + plastic
width   20 (mm)
ring   10 (mm)
color   white

A42  Metal clip
with silicone clip

material    metal + silicone
size    universal
color   silver + transparent

A33V/A33H ID holder 
in A6 size

material    soft PVC
size   fits A6 format
V - inside: 110 x 145 (mm)
      outside: 114 x 166 (mm)
H - inside: 105 x 150 (mm)
      outside: 125 x 155 (mm)
color   transparent

A59  Black skipass sewn
in with metal hook (A7)

material    plastic + metal
width    20 (mm)
hook    10 (mm)
color    black + silver

A59W  White skipass sewn 
in with metal hook (A7)

material    plastic + metal
width    20 (mm)
hook    10 (mm)
color    white + silver

A55  Length regulator

material    plastic
width    15, 20, 25, 40, 50 (mm)
color    black

material    metal
width   10, 15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   black

A50  Black metal hook

material    metal
width   10, 15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   black

A54  Black metal hook

material    metal
width   10, 15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   gold

A52  Gold metal hook

material    metal
width   10, 15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   gold

A53  Gold metal hook

A7+A21  Metal hook 
+ mobile holder

material    plastic + metal
size   22 (mm)
color   black + silver

A11  Metal hook

material    metal
width   15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   silver

A36 Metal ring

material    metal
size   10, 15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   silver 

All plastic accessories are 100% made from recycled plastic 



Event wristband accessoriesEvent wristband accessories

A47  Metal clamp

material    metal 
width   10 (mm)
color   silver
requires additional device 
for clamping

A48  Black plastic 
clamp

material    plastic
width   10 (mm)
color   black

A48W  White plastic 
clamp

material    plastic
width   10 (mm)
color   white

A49  Metal bead

material    metal
width   4, 6 (mm)
color   silver

material    plastic
width   10, 15, 20, 25, 40, 50 (mm)
color   black

A1  Black plastic buckle

A4  Metal+Plastic buckle

material    metal + plastic
width   10, 15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   silver + black

material    plastic
width   15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   black

A2  Black plastic buckle
with whistle

A3  Plastic rotational 
plastic buckle

material    plastic
width   15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   black

A5  Metal buckle

material    metal
width   15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   silver

A6  Buckle with bottle
opener

material    metal
width   20 (mm)
color   silver

A16P  Pantone color
plastic buckle

material    plastic
width   10, 15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   any Pantone
MOQ   5.000 pcs 

A16W  White plastic 
buckle

material    plastic
width   10, 15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   white
 

A14  Black plastic 
safety break

material    plastic
width   10, 15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   black

A19W  White plastic 
safety break

material    plastic
width   15, 20, 25 (mm)
color   white



with hook
accessories   metal hook (A7)

with hook and buckle
accessories   metal hook (A7) 
                            + plastic buckle (A1)

with hook and safety break
accessories   metal hook (A7) 
                            + safety break (A14)

with hook, safety break and buckle
accessories   metal hook (A7) 
                            + safety break (A14)
                            + plastic buckle (A1) 

with print

T1

T7

T8

T9

T10

T16

T20

T24

with double hook
accessories   2 x metal hook (A7) 
                          

I AM REFLECTIVE!

I AM REFLECTIVE!

I AM RECYCLED!

Sublimated lanyards with many 
configurations, quick and easy to configure 

in the factory online shop - available 24/7. 
Materials, accessories, and their wide usage 

mean that promotional possibilities 
are uncountable!



double layers

available widths

with hook
accessories   metal hook (A7)

with hook and buckle
accessories   metal hook (A7) 
                            + plastic buckle (A1)

with hook and safety break
accessories   metal hook (A7) 
                            + safety break (A14)

with hook, safety break and buckle
accessories   metal hook (A7) 
                            + safety break (A14)
                            + plastic buckle (A1) 

with double hook
accessories   2 x metal hook (A7) 

                          

Exclusive double-layered lanyards 
with a print with as many accessories 
configurations as you would like to have 
are a perfect promotional item. Durable, 
strong, and practical – everything that 
you need to promote a brand, logo, or 
anything else!



without print

SAME DAY SHIPPING

with hook
accessories   metal hook (A7)

with hook and buckle
accessories   metal hook (A7) 
                            + plastic buckle (A1)

with hook and safety break
accessories   metal hook (A7) 
                            + safety break (A14)

with hook, safety break and buckle
accessories   metal hook (A7) 
                            + safety break (A14)
                            + plastic buckle (A1) 

with double hook
accessories   2 x metal hook (A7) 
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STOCK COLORS*

scan the QR code
to check availability!

Stock lanyard

*other colors on request



type of tape:

 

T1, T8, T9, T10, T16, T20, T24
tape width:

 

T1, T8, T9 - 10, 15, 20, 25 (mm), 
T10 - 15, 20 (mm), T5 - 15, 20, 25 (mm), 
T16, T20 - 20 (mm), T24 - 10/15, 15/20, 20/25 (mm)
branding:

 

sublimation  4/0 and 4/4 (economical)
packing: 50 pcs/polybag, 1 pc/polybag, 1 pc/biodegradable 
polybag, 1 pc/paper banderole - 2.000 pcs/box

ACCESSORIES

M_31, M_32, M_33, M_34

Keychain

see more on 
pages 12-13

VARIOUS MODELS
AVAILABLE

MATERIAL
high quality
certified

Keychain
Keychain, also called short lanyards or wristlet strap, 
a practical item used as a pendant for keys or other 
objects on a metal ring or hook. Printed full color with 
a large number of available accessories is a great 
idea for displaying the brand on an everyday item.

PREDEFINED MODELS

PANTONE Solid Coated

BRANDING
great color reproduction 
from  swatchPANTONE Solid Coated

material used for production 
is OEKO-TEX certified

with hook
accessories   metal hook (A7)

with hook and ring
accessories   metal hook (A7) and metal ring (A36)

double layers with hook and ring
accessories   metal hook (A7) and metal ring (A36)

double layers with hook
accessories   metal hook (A7)



Ribbon
Decorative ribbons are usually used 
to celebrate various events. Perfect 

for gift wrapping, flower decorating, or 
other decorative finishes. 

MANY USAGE
as sash, ribbon, string, 
stripe, bow or banderole

MATERIAL
high quality
certified

SATIN FINISH
best for creating 
metallic effect

PANTONE Solid Coated

BRANDING
great color reproduction 
from  swatchPANTONE Solid Coated

with print

material used for production 
is OEKO-TEX certified

type of tape:
 

T7
tape width:

 

 15, 20, 25, 50 (mm)
branding:

 

 sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical)
packing: max. 200 m - on a roll or cut - bulk in box, 1 pc/polybag, 
1 pc/biodegradable polybag, 1 pc/paper banderole

M_48

Ribbon



Our standard product and also the base for our well-known 

Tape
lanyards. Manufactured in-house allows us to maintain 
the highest quality standards at very good prices. 
The assortment includes polyester tapes as well as 
ecological 100% recycled rPET tapes.

type of tape:

 

T1, T8, T9, T10, T12, T16, T20, T24
tape width:
T1, T9 - 10, 15, 20, 25 (mm), T8 - 15, 20, 25 (mm) T10 - 15, 20 (mm),
T12 - 15 (mm), T16, T20 - 20 (mm), T24 - 10/15, 15/20, 20/25 (mm)
branding:

 

sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical or positioned)
packing: bulk in a box or on a roll   

M_49

Tape

MANY USES
as tape, string, stripe or banderole

MATERIAL
high quality
certified

PANTONE Solid Coated

BRANDING
great color reproduction 
from  swatchPANTONE Solid Coated

page 11

material used for production 
is OEKO-TEX certified

with print



The tape gives a lot more possibilities than 
anyone could imagine! Yoga straps, luggage 

belts and much more could be produced in our 
factory with full-color printing upon request.

A simple item with a wide range of uses. 
Durable, in-house manufactured tapes 
that you can use to tie up exercise 
mats, sleeping bags, flight luggage, as 
well as paper tubes for carrying and 
transporting documents, drafts, posters, 
artworks, and more.

Durable and useful for brands working 
with travelers. They effectively protect the 
suitcase against an opening, as well as 
against shifting in the trunk. Thanks to the 
large print area, they are a great material 
for displaying the company logo.

Products
from tape

types of tape: T1, T8, T9, T10, T16, T20, T24
widths: T1, T9 - 10, 15, 20, 25; T8 - 15, 20, 25 (mm); 
T10 - 15, 20 (mm); T16, T20 - 20 (mm); T24 - 10/15, 15/20, 20/25 (mm)
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical)
tuba size:  ø  50-250 (mm)
packing: 20 pcs/polybag, 1 pc/polybag, 1 pc/biodegradable 
polybag, 1 pc/papier banderole - 2.000 pcs/box

M_70

MATERIAL
high quality
certified

PRINT
full color
edge to edge

PANTONE Solid Coated

BRANDING
great color reproduction 
from  swatchPANTONE Solid Coated

material used for production 
is OEKO-TEX certified

MATERIAL
high quality
certified

UNIVERSAL SIZE
fit tubes of various sizes 
thanks to adjustable 
straps length

PANTONE Solid Coated

BRANDING
great color reproduction 
from  swatchPANTONE Solid Coated

material used for production 
is OEKO-TEX certified

material: 100% polyester
types of tape: T1, T10
widths: 40, 50 (mm)
length: 190 (cm)
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical)
packing: 10 pcs/pack, 1 pc/polybag

Luggage belt
M_71

Yoga strap

PRINT
full color
edge to edge



MATERIAL
high quality
certified

type of tape: T10, T12
tape width: T10 - 15, 20 (mm) 
T12 - 15 (mm)
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical)
packing: bulk in box, 50 pcs/polybag, 1 pc/polybag, 
1 pc/biodegradable polybag - 5.000 pcs/box

Event wristband
M_44, M_63.ECO

UNIVERSAL SIZE
350 mm

ACCESSORIES
A47, A48, A49
more at page 17

Event wristbands are made of certified materials, 
perfect as an advertising tool for all types of events 
with controlled entrance, festivals, hotels etc. They 
work great in summer camps and hotels for 
all-inclusive guests. Thanks to its durable and 
high-quality sublimation print it can be used as 
an element of everyday wardrobe.

Event
wristband

PANTONE Solid Coated

BRANDING
great color reproduction 
from  swatchPANTONE Solid Coated

material used for production 
is OEKO-TEX certified



Bandana

TWO SIZES            
25 x 48 cm 

MATERIAL
high quality

or 25 x 32 cm

certified

Bandana
material: 100% seamless material
branding:

 

sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 
(economical or positioned) - print all around, blank inside
packing:

 

20 pcs/bag, 1 pc/polybag, 1 pc/biodegradable polybag,
1 pc/papier banderole, 1 pc/paper display, 1 pc/paper envelope - 500 pcs/box

2135 g/m

AT LEAST 10in1 USAGE
as face protection, neck

M_52

warmer, hair tie, wristband, 
and many more

OPTIONAL            
standard or 
personalized 
instruction

PLAIN MATERIAL
AVAILABLE            
no print, stock version 
without branding

Multifunctional 10 in 1 tube bandana is made with 
high-quality, flexible and breathable material, ensuring 

the comfort of use. It is made of seamless polyester and 
is printed edge to edge. Over 10 ways of using make the 
product universal and practical on any occasion. Neck 
and face protection, hat, wristband or hair tie are just a 

few options of how you can use it. It completes the 
casual and weekend outfits. A great product to 

showcase your brand.

MULTIPLE 
FINISHING OPTION
with finished edges, 
double-side, with fleece 
or pocket for the filter

PANTONE Solid Coated

BRANDING
great color reproduction 
from  swatchPANTONE Solid Coated

material used for production 
is OEKO-TEX certified

 



material: 100% seamless polyester
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical 
or positioned) - print all around, as well as inside
finishing:  label finish
MOQ: 50 pcs

double-side
M52.1

material: 100% seamless polyester
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical 
or positioned) - print all around, blank inside
finishing: top and bottom edges with overlock sewing
MOQ: 50 pcs

with finished edges
M52.2

material: 100% seamless polyester
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical 
or positioned) - print all around, color of fleece inside
finishing:  fleece sewn inside
MOQ: 50 pcs

with inside fleece
M52.7

material: 100% seamless recycled PET (rPET)
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical 
or positioned) - print all around, blank inside
MOQ: 50 pcs

ECO
B_1.ECO      

material: 100% seamless polyester
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical 
or positioned) - print all around, blank inside
finishing: fleece sewn in at the bottom (approx. 17 cm)
MOQ: 50 pcs

with sewn-in fleece
M52.6

 available fleece colors*  available fleece colors*

* other colors available on request

material: 100% seamless polyester with reflective strap
branding: sublimation 4/0 and 4/4 (economical 
and positioned) - print all around, blank inside
MOQ: 50 pcs

M52.4

reflective



material: 100% polyester
branding:

 

sublimation 4/4 - print all around, blank inside
packing:

 

bulk in box, 10 pcs/polybag, 1 pc/polybag - 250 pcs/box
MOQ:

 

20 pcs

Shopping 
bag 

2160 g/m

MATERIAL
high quality

M_65.1, M_65.2

PRINT certified
full color
edge to edge

UNIVERSAL SIZE
35 x 42 cm

HANDLES
T1 - 70 cm or 30 cm (+/- 10%) 
optionally with logo

OPTIONAL
2 x 3 cm full print 

label with logo
(+/- 10%)

A high quality bag made with durable material, 
branded with full color sublimation print. With 
short or long handles, sewn with a reinforced 

stitch can be printed in full color, thanks to which 
the bag gains additional advertising space.

PANTONE Solid Coated

BRANDING
great color reproduction 
from  swatchPANTONE Solid Coated

material used for production 
is OEKO-TEX certified



Gym bag 
material: 100% polyester
branding:

 

sublimation 4/4 - print 
all around, blank inside
packing:

 

5 pcs/polybag, 1 pc/polybag 
- 250 pcs/box
MOQ:

 

20 pcs

2190 g/m

M_66.1, M_66.2

MATERIAL
high quality
certified

WATERPROOF

STRINGS          
160 cm (M_66.1) 
or 180 cm (M_66.2), 
diamete 8 mm,
available colors:

Gym bag with high quality sublimation print all over the 
bag. Equipped with a soft string, fastened with inserts with 
a logo. Thanks to the waterproof material, items inside 
stay dry, even during the biggest rains. Easy to clean and 
handy. It is perfect for school, a swimming pool, for a trip 
or for everyday use.

M_66.1

27 x 37 cm

M_66.2

35 x 46 cm

Gym bag

LABELS 
WITH LOGO 

2 x 3 cm full print
CARE          labels with logo

(+/- 10%)instruction label 
sewn inside 

SIZES
large (35 x 46 cm) 
small (27 x 37 cm)

PRINT
full color
edge to edge

PANTONE Solid Coated

BRANDING
great color reproduction 
from  swatchPANTONE Solid Coated

material used for production 
is OEKO-TEX certified

 available string colors*

* other colors available on request



Microfiber cloth
material: 70% polyester, 30% polyamide
branding:

 

sublimation 4/0 - print on one side
packing:

 

20 pcs/polybag, 1 pc/polybag - 2500 pcs/box,
1 pc/PVC envelope - 2000 pcs/box, 1 pc/paper envelope
MOQ:

 

100 pcs

2220 - 230 g/m

4 SIZES
10 x 10 cm, 15  x 15 cm,

M_55

18 x 15 cm, 20 x 20 cm

OPTIONAL ENVELOPE (A62)
transparent PVC
outside size (100+45) x 108 mm

MATERIAL
high quality

inside size 98 mm 

certified

Cloth is made with high quality microfiber material. 
It can be used to clean glasses, phones, computers 

and tablets screens, or other glass surfaces from 
dirt and smudges - with no lint or streaks. It does 

not require the use of additional cleaning products. 
Branded with full color print is perfect as a promo 

item for both office and home use.

Microfiber
cloth

FINISHING
zig-zag finish

BENEFITS
leaves no 
fingerprints 
or dust

10 x 10 15 x 15 20 x 2018 x 15

MATERIAL
high quality
certified

PRINT
full color
edge to edge

PANTONE Solid Coated

BRANDING
great color reproduction 
from  swatchPANTONE Solid Coated

18 x 15 ECO

material used for production 
is OEKO-TEX certified



Sport towel
material: 88% polyester, 12% nylon
branding:

 

sublimation 4/0 - print on one side
packing:

 

1 pc/polybag, 10 pcs/polybag 
- 500 pcs/box (M_67.1, M_67.2), 120 pcs/box (M_67.3)
MOQ:

 

20 pcs

2205 g/m

M_67.1, M_67.2, M_67.3

FINISHING
precise with 
threads (overlock)

SIZES
available in 3 sizes
(*custom sizes available)

Sport towel
Light and quick-drying towel, made of soft and 

pleasant to touch microfiber which absorbs 
liquids 5x faster than traditional towels. After 

folding, it takes up little space, making it perfect 
for the gym, swimming pool, holidays and 

traveling. The towel is also useful at home as 
a cleaner for windows, induction hobs, and for 

removing dirt and dust from your favorite 
artists' vinyl, because it leaves no traces.

MATERIAL
high quality
certified

OPTIONAL
elastic band 
to wrap the towel

CARE             
instruction label
sewn inside

PRINT
full color
edge to edge

PANTONE Solid Coated

BRANDING
great color reproduction 
from  swatchPANTONE Solid Coated

material used for production 
is OEKO-TEX certified



Deck chair
material:
fabric -

 

100% polyester 130 x 43 cm (+/- 10%), plastic

frame - beech wood 122 x 54 x 3 cm (+/- 10%)

branding:

 

sublimation 4/0 - print on one side
packing:

 

60 pcs/pallet 80 x 120 cm, 120 pcs/pallet 120 x 120 cm,
individually 1-2 pc/box - 27 boxes/pallet
MOQ:

 

10 pcs

2190 g/m

M_68

PRINT
full color
edge to edge

Deck chair

FRAME

             

high quality 
beech wood

REMOVABLE
FABRIC

MATERIAL ONLY 
AVAILABLE

CONSTRUCTION

             

adjustable backrest  

A beach chair with high quality sublimation print. 
It has a durable and waterproof fabric, resistant 
to weather conditions. The structure is made of 
beech wood. The fabric mounted on the cutter 
allows easy disassembly for washing. 

MATERIAL
high quality
certified

OPTIONAL
multifunctional pocket to use as a storage 
or a pillow (when filled with a towel) provides 
extra space for branding on both sides

PANTONE Solid Coated

BRANDING
great color reproduction 
from  swatchPANTONE Solid Coated

material used for production 
is OEKO-TEX certified



2140 g/m
Hat

Beanie hat with sublimation print is made with high quality, flexible 

M_71

and light material with a smooth texture. Two-layer with one stitching 
takes up little space. Ideal for everyday use and for sports activities.Hat

MATERIAL
high quality
certified

UNIVERSAL SIZE

            

perfect fit for everyone

PRINT
full color
edge to edge

PANTONE Solid Coated

BRANDING
great color reproduction 
from  swatchPANTONE Solid Coated

material: 100% polyester
size: 23,5 x 24,5 cm
branding: sublimation 4/4 - print all around and inside
packing: 20 pcs/polybag, 1 pc/polybag - 500 pcs/box
MOQ: 20 pcs

material used for production 
is OEKO-TEX certified

CARE              

instruction label
sewn inside

SMOOTH TEXTURE



Scarf
material: 100% polyester
branding:

 

sublimation 4/4 - print on both sides
packing:

 

20 pcs/polybag, 1 pc/polybag 
- 500 pcs/box
MOQ:

 

20 pcs

2140 g/m

M_51.1, M_51.2

MATERIAL
high quality 
certified

Scarf

SMOOTH TEXTURE

PRINT
full color
edge to edge

SIZES
PANTONE Solid Coated

BRANDING
great color reproduction 
from  swatchPANTONE Solid Coated

Colors of the fringes*

*other colors available on request

material used for production 
is OEKO-TEX certified

CARE

             

instruction label
sewn inside



Standard packing

Single polybag packing
Suitable for lanyards, bandanas, mousepads, microfiber 

Single packing in polybag, 

cloth, face masks

with instruction sheet
available with standard or customized instruction. 
Suitable for bandanas

 display 
with customized shape and print. 

Paper

Suitable for bandanas

Paper banderole
available blank or with standard or customized print. 
Suitable for bandanas, lanyards, towels, microfiber cloths 
and mousepads

Paper envelope
available blank or with standard or customized print. 
Suitable for bandanas, microfiber cloths and mousepads 

Biodegradable polybag
available with standard or customized eco instruction. 
Suitable for bandanas, lanyards, towels, microfiber cloths and 
mousepads



Sublimation print

positioned

front and back is printed 
and positioned

front is printed 
and positioned

economical

front is printed and positioned, 
back is printed repeatedly and

 

cut in random places

Lanyard

Bandana

Shopping bag, 
Gym bag, 
Microfiber pouch

Event wristband, 
Keychain, Sash, 
Ribbon, Tape, 
Strap

Face mask,
Microfiber cloth,
Mousepad, Towel, 
Windbreak, Deck 
chair, Windbreak

Headband, Hat,
Double bandana

Scarf

print on front, 
blank inside

print all around, 
blank inside

print all around, 
blank inside

print all around, 
blank inside

print all around 
and inside



Production modes

DAY 0 DAY 1

up to

10:30
up to

11:30
up to

16:00

Visualization 
approval

up to

12:00

Graphic files
upload 

Order 
placement

Payment Visualization
preparation

Order 
verification

Shipping

up to

10:00

DAY 0 DAY 3

up to

13:00
up to

15:00
up to

16:00

Visualization 
approval

up to

16:00

Graphic files
upload 

Order 
placement

Payment Visualization
preparation

Order 
verification

Shipping

up to

12:00

URGENT 

EXPRESS

STANDARD

Order confirmation levels valid for Standard Production Mode:

level I 
regular - visualization approval
level II 
+ 1-2 days* for preparing sample - photo sample approval 
level III 
+ 1-2 days* for preparing sample + shipping time - physical sample approval

* The minimum time if the client approves the sample without changes.

DAY 0 DAY 4+DAY 1

up to

13:00
up to

16:00
up to

12:00
up to

16:00

Visualization 
approval*

Graphic files
upload 

Order 
placement

Payment Visualization
preparation

Order 
verification

Shipping

up to

12:00

DAY 2-3

DAY 1-2

for lanyards, event wristbands, keychains, and bandanas




